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Glossary of terms that relate to this document
Centre
Learner
Teacher/ Teaching Staff
Educator
Centre Coordinator for
Awarding body
Principal/Manager
CDETB Service Sphere
Quality Team
Course Team

Refers to learners/students/participants/trainees, who attend and participate in courses provided
and delivered by CDETB.
Refers to teachers/instructors /tutors
Any staff who manage, lead or coordinate the course in a centre.
Staff assigned to liaise with Awarding bodies on behalf of the Centre
Senior level management.
Youthreach, Adult Education Service, Education Service to Prisons, Training Centres and Colleges of
Further Education
Training Centre/College/Service Quality Team which is the local governance unit responsible for
overseeing and ensuring quality within their centre/college or service
The teaching/training and support staff involved in delivering the course within the centre. Where
significant work based assessment is conducted – work based assessors should be included and
considered within the membership, and have an input into course reviews.

Award
Awarding body
QQI

QQI Award

Organisations who certify awards delivered in a centre
Quality and Qualifications Ireland is an independent State agency responsible for promoting quality
and accountability in education and training services in Ireland.
It was established in 2012 by the Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) Act
2012. See about QQI at: https://www.qqi.ie/Downloads/Who%20We%20Are-BookletAugust%2017.pdf
A QQI Award is a quality-assured qualification awarded by QQI.

Course
Course/Programme
Assessment
Grade
CPD
Internal Verification
External Examiner

A course is derived from a validated programme. A programme can give rise to a number of
different course depending on the module selection. It is a collection of modules with an overall
objective, when successfully completed and combined will result in a qualification
The process of evaluating the learning outcomes of a programme.
A Grade is a level of achievement attainment by the learner.
Continuous Professional Development
Centre Quality Assurance checking of evidence prior to External Examiner Centre visits.
Each Awarding body has its internal verification requirements.
Quality Assurance independent assessors who check the National Standard of assessment is
delivered and maintained in line with the Awards. External Authenticators – QQI / Standard verifier
– BTEC Pearson / External Examiner.

Quality Maintenance,
Enhancement and
Assurance

Quality Assurance

The term “quality assurance” describes “the processes that seek to ensure that the
learning environment (including teaching and research) reaches an acceptable threshold
of quality. QA is also used to describe the enhancement of education provision and the
standards attained by learners. UNESCO defines quality assurance (QA) as “…an ongoing,
continuous process of evaluating (assessing, monitoring, guaranteeing, maintaining and
improving) the quality of ... [an] education system, institution or program.”
Quality assurance is about assuring and enhancing quality in the learning environment to ensure it
meets appropriate standards and the standards attained by learners.

II

Course Level Review

Programme Area Level
Review

Centre/Service Level
Review

Institutional Review

Detailed review of the learner experience of a course running in a centre at an interim stage and at
the end of the programme cycle this will include examination of learner/stakeholder feedback,
learner results/outcome data and previous years with a view to identifying areas of good practice
and areas for improvement recorded in a report.
Detailed review of the learner experience across a programme area (multiple courses) in a centre
at an interim stage and at the end of the programme cycle this will include examination of
learner/stakeholder feedback, learner results/outcome data and previous years with a view to
identifying areas of good practice and areas for improvement recorded in a report.
Detailed review of the learner experience annually within the centre, which will include
examination of the outputs of course reviews, external examiner reports and relevant data with a
view to identifying areas of good practice and areas for improvement. This will include the sign-off
of results for a centre (QQI required activity). The minutes, findings and identified areas for
improvement will be recorded in a report.
Detailed review of the learner experience at ETB level which will include all service spheres and
corporate level services with internal and external stakeholders with a view to identifying areas of
good practice and areas for improvement.

CDETB Corporate Level
Director of FET
FET Development Unit

Corporate Level
Governance Units

CDETB Director with responsibility for further education and training
CDETB unit that is assigned with providing support in the area of Quality Assurance in the Further
Education and Training.
Quality Assurance and Strategic Planning Council (QASPC) -responsible for overseeing and making
recommendations on quality maintenance, enhancement and assurance and strategic planning at
ETB level
Programme Management and Development Committee – responsible for overseeing the
management and development of programmes at ETB level
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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to set out the policy and procedures for course/programme area and
centre/college/service level reviews. It will also include areas selected for institutional review (ETB wide
review). The guidelines proposed are based on best practice currently operating within Colleges/Centres
and the QQI Statutory Quality Assurance Guidelines.
This document is sectioned as follows:





1 – Course/Programme Area Quality Review1 /Assessment Board
2 – College/Centre/Service Level Quality Reviews & RAPs
3 – Institutional Level Review (CDETB)
4 – Appendices – documentation for supporting evaluations at Course/Programme/Centre/Service
Level for consistency.

Course/Programme Area/Centre/Service/Institutional (CDETB) Reviews
Each level of review feeds into the next level. There are some aspects that the course/programme area team
will be able to address within agreed centre/service policies, processes, procedures and resources, and there
will be some aspects that can only be addressed at centre/service level within agreed ETB policies,
processes, procedures and allocated resource for the centre/service. Finally, there may be issues that arise
which will have to be addressed at ETB level to support centres and course teams. It is essential that quality
teams feed their findings into the FET Unit so that they can be collated and given visibility for consideration,
discussion and recommended courses of action by the Quality Assurance and Strategic Planning Council
(QASPC). These recommendations go to the Senior Management and Leadership Team within CDETB to
become part of strategic and planning.
To support centres in this process please see Appendix 8 for your link person on CDETB Research Team and
Appendix 9 for Review Timelines.

Findings CDETB Level Review

Findings
Course/Programme
Area Level Review

Service/Centre/College
Level Review

(Quality Assurance and
Strategic Planning
Council)

Quality
Improvement plan –
within course remit

Quality Improvement
plan – within
centre/service remit

Quality Improvement
plan – within ETB remit

1

CDETB
SelfEvaluation
Report

Reviews can occur on a course basis or by bringing a number of courses together within a programme area
1

CDETB’s Mission/Strategic Objectives

Our mission is to provide professional high quality education and training
services for people in Dublin city that contributes both to the personal
development of the individual as well as to the overall social, economic
and cultural development of the city
To achieve this we have to ensure all our activities are geared toward ensuring our



Services are delivered professionally and to a high quality
The delivery of our services contribute to both the personal development of our learners as well as
to the overall social, economic and cultural development of Dublin City

In order to achieve our Mission we have to look our key activities which facilitate the achievement of this
mission – this is reflected in our strategic commitments relevant to further education and training:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

promoting professional excellence in teaching and training, and quality outcomes in learning
providing a positive, agile, empowering working environment
encouraging staff development
recognising achievements at every level
promoting professional excellence in our education and training support services and in our
administration
promoting professional excellence and quality outcomes in youth work services
delivering education, training and supporting youth services that are inclusive, multidenominational, and bound by an appropriate relationship of care and respect
responding to the needs of the learner as economic, societal and employment needs emerge
responding to economic and societal demands
embracing individuality, diversity and inclusivity
advocating civic, social, community and global responsibilities
advocating for student, staff, parent and community participation in CDETB education, training

What is a Quality Assurance System?
The term “quality assurance” describes “the processes that seek to ensure that the
learning environment (including teaching and research) reaches an acceptable threshold
of quality. QA is also used to describe the enhancement of education provision and the
standards attained by learners. UNESCO defines quality assurance (QA) as “…an ongoing,
continuous process of evaluating (assessing, monitoring, guaranteeing, maintaining and
improving) the quality of ... [an] education system, institution or program.”2
Quality assurance is about assuring and enhancing quality in the learning environment to ensure it meets
appropriate standards and the standards attained by learners.
CDETB’s Quality Maintenance, Enhancement and Assurance System
For our quality enhancement and assurance system to be effective it should be geared towards helping us
achieve our mission/strategic objectives.
The purpose of the statutory guidelines and their underpinning principles is to help inform providers in
terms of developing an effective quality assurance system for their context and purposes. The aim of the
2

QQI Policy on Quality Assurance Guidelines, April 2016/QP.10-V3, page 3
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quality assurance system is to ultimately enable CDETB to achieve its mission of providing professional
quality services which facilitates the personal development of our learners, and contribute to the economic,
social and cultural development of Dublin City.
To achieve this, we must ensure quality in terms of the following:




Our programmes are designed, developed and adapted where necessary to meet the needs of
learners and contribute to the economic, social and cultural development of Dublin City (our
products)
The way in which we deliver our programmes of education and training and related services meets
the needs of our learners and contribute to the economic, social and culture development 3 of Dublin
City (user experience)

The effectiveness of our quality assurance and enhancement system should be judged by the degree to
which it helps us achieve the above goals. There are many stakeholders involved in contributing to quality of
our programmes and the way in which they are delivered to learners and these include:









Learners
Teaching/Training, support and administrative staff
Centre Management
CDETB FET Support Services - QA/PD/Employer Engagement/TEL/Psychological Services/Outdoor
Education/Data Analytics
Corporate Services – HR/Finance/Procurement/Building and Maintenance
Community/Industry partners
Higher Education Institutions
Sectoral Partners/Representative Bodies– FESS /ETBI/Other ETBs/ HEIs/QQI/Dept. of Further, Higher
Education, Research and Innovation/NGOs

Many of these stakeholders are both beneficiaries of CDETB’s quality assurance system and key contributors.
Teaching and learning is at the heart of what we do, and many of these stakeholders directly contribute to
this in over 70 centres across CDETB.

Key Aspects of Quality:
Embedding a Quality Culture
It is essential that a positive, quality culture is protected, promoted and embedded at all levels of our
services. This can be described as the totality of CDETB’s teaching and learning community working in a
coherent and cohesive way towards implementing the quality agenda. CDETB is committed to the active
development of a culture which recognises the importance of quality, quality assurance, quality
improvement and enhancement.
•

A holistic approach towards quality assurance where continuous improvement is key. Procedures are
integrated into the normal activities of CDETB, with minimum unnecessary administrative
requirements.

•

A commitment to the provision of adequate resources to enable and facilitate the implementation of
the quality assurance procedures, the consistent application of these and quality improvement plans.

3

Link to research on intolerance/quality of life
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•

A balanced, organisation-wide approach to the implementation of quality assurance procedures to
ensure that:
-

the burden of procedures does not obscure the purpose of establishing a quality culture

-

a standardised approach does not obscure the ownership and primary focus on quality
improvement

Self-Evaluation: Monitoring and Review Procedures
Self-evaluation which includes procedures for monitoring and review is an essential part of a quality culture,
it allows us to listen to our key stakeholders and reflect on our practice, to celebrate our successes and
identify areas where we need to develop of practice further. It is important that we have an open
community that values critical reflection and fosters personal and professional development for both
learners and staff, and this reflection is a positive part of our annual cycle of activities.
Self-monitoring procedures include:


A system of appropriate quality measures: Appropriate quality measures are identified which can be
checked in monitoring, for example, learner satisfaction ratings, completion / certification rates,
relevance of outcomes to the market place, error levels.



Gathering evidence of achievement of objectives: When objectives are set, consideration is given to
the kind of evidence or information required to determine whether or not the objective has been met,
and how and where this information will be obtained and by whom. Information systems will be
important sources of data.



Consideration for prioritising objectives: important objectives are prioritised even where they are
difficult to achieve or to quality assure. Quality assurance is not limited to addressing easily assessed
objectives nor committed to addressing inconsequential ones.



Acting on findings: The evaluation outcomes are used to produce a quality improvement plan which
sets out a schedule of actions to be undertaken following internal evaluation. It identifies the
person(s) responsible for actions and follow-up.
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Course/Programme Area Level Quality
Review/Assessment Board
The Purpose
The Course/Programme Area Quality Review plays a key role in the management of quality
and standards and provides the opportunity to view the entire course through the eyes of
the learner in a holistic manner by the course/programme area team. This should be
conducted annually and includes an examination of assessment outcomes for learners across
the course (Assessment Board function). Interim course reviews should also feed into the
annual course review.
Preparation for Course/Programme Area Review and Assessment Board:
1.
2.

Learner feedback, and other stakeholder feedback4 has been sought and collated for discussion (See
Appendix 1 and 2 for Learner/staff/other stakeholder surveys respectively)
This years’ data been collated for discussion including:
o minimum and maximum learner numbers per course; profile of the learner population;
o learner satisfaction rates;
o learner progression
o learner attrition or drop-out rates/completion rates;
o graduation/certification rates, including grade analysis; career paths of graduates.

3.

EA reports from current/previous years

4.

Delivery and Team Meeting notes - these may have been highlighted during the year in the Course
Team Meetings.

5.

Reports from Centre’ Guidance and Counselling Services, and Learner Support Services (where
available) or if Learner views may have been presented to Course Team during the year.

6.

Previous year’s data and outcomes/recommendations of previous course/programme area reviews

7.

General information relating to the subject and trends in applications and job market.
New approaches and developments in the subject area to be included on the course.

8.

Employer views - Including work placement supervisors reports

9.

Declarations regarding any conflicts of interest should be sought and considered and appropriate
determinations made

Role of the Chairperson
A Chairperson will coordinate the order of the Course/Programme Area Review. It should be a senior
member of the Centre Quality Team and be independent of the course:

Course Review Participants can include:
1. Teaching/Training staff
2. Support Staff (this can include academic and non-academic)
4

This can include staff, support staff (academic and non-academic), work based supervisors and assessors, strategic
partners (industry and community) which contribute to the course and the learner experience
5

3.
4.
5.
6.

Learner Representative (where appropriate)
Work based Supervisors/Assessors
External Partners (Community/Industry)
Independent Experts (external to the course/centre)

Focus
Course reviews should involve an evaluation of the quality of the learner journey/experience from Access
through to Progression or Transfer (see Appendix 7 – Learner Journey), this includes checking in with all
stakeholders that both contribute and benefit from the course and would cover the following:
1. Accessing the Course – activities which raise awareness of FET/CDETB/Centre/Service, advertising
learning opportunities in CDETB, recruitment, and selection, assessing learning needs, support
needs, induction – how do we do this, and how could the elements of it be done better?
2. Teaching, Learning, Assessment, Feedback, the Learning Environment - this includes teaching and
learning methodologies, course content, integration of assessment, timely feedback on assessment,
monitoring of learner performance, non-academic/extra-curricular activities, work based learning,
access to resources, support services which include how we support learners with set-backs,
mechanisms to hear the learner voice/other stakeholders, self-reflection and amending practice to
improve the course in response to feedback in a timely manner
3. Progression/Transfer/Outcomes – retention levels, what opportunities were created for the learner
from the course? If the learner exited early where did they go, how were they supported with this?
Did learners who fully completed go to industry/HE? What were the outcomes in terms of grades?
How does this relate to the other centres/providers nationally delivering the same course? Are
learner more empowered and confident learners?

Areas for Consideration from Access through to Progression
When considering the quality of the learning experience, it useful to consider that a quality learning
experience:
•

Provides formal mechanisms for learners to make representations to CDETB about matters of
general concern to the learner body.

•

Respects and attends to the diversity of learners and their needs, enabling flexible learning pathways

•

Considers the use of different modes of delivery

•

Uses a variety of pedagogical/andrological methods for different learning styles that are evaluated
and monitored and adjusted accordingly

•

Fosters a sense of autonomy in the learner, while encouraging adequate guidance and support for
the learner

•

Promotes mutual respect within the learner-teacher/instructor relationship

•

Recognises and respect the many contexts in which learning opportunities emerge. For example,
learners working collaboratively on projects in a suitably equipped training facility under supervision,
6

with necessary technical support and access to required reading material/research, technical and
information systems. All of these elements work together to support learning.
•

Takes account of different learning environments - Equal attention is paid to quality assurance of the
learning environment in any type of distributed learning context, such as outreach centres or in
collaborations with other providers or organisations.

•

Takes account of learning off-campus. For example, practice / work placements in off-campus
learning. These are often integrated into professional or training programmes. Such placements also
define learning environments.

•

Takes account of physical premises, equipment and facilities. We regularly review the effectiveness
of our premises, equipment and facilities to ensure their continuing adequacy and effectiveness in
relation to the programmes of education and training, research and related services

•

Examines the outcomes of the course for the learner including assessment results.

The learning environment includes pastoral care supports provided by staff for learners. This includes both
pastoral and educational care, such as tutors, mentors, counsellors and other advisors and learning support
and will have a focus on the following:
The adequacy and effectiveness of all academic and other support services related to the programme of
education and training are regularly reviewed, such as:
•

Library, information and computing services and access to same

•

Learner support services (both academic and non-academic). The needs of a diverse learner
population (mature, part-time, employed, international, as well as learners with additional needs) is
taken into account when planning and providing learning resources and supports. This will include:
o

Administrative services

o

Technical services

o

Premises servicing and maintenance services

•

Services aimed at communicating CDETB’s mission and operations to learners, potential learners,
other providers, employers, professional and training bodies and the general public

•

Other support services relevant to provision e.g. administration

Course delivery is monitored in a way which allows for the identification of needs and the modification and
adjustment of the course and the delivery method as appropriate. Ongoing monitoring and periodic review
of a programme is used as an opportunity to evaluate that programme with the benefit of the experience of
programme delivery incorporating feedback from staff and learners. Programme monitoring and review is
taken as an opportunity to:
• ensure that the programme remains appropriate, and to create a supportive and effective learning
environment
• ensure that the programme achieves the objectives set for it and responds to the needs of learners
and the changing needs of society
• review the learner workload
7

• review learner progression and completion rates
• review the effectiveness of procedures for the assessment of learners
• inform updates of programme content; delivery modes; teaching and learning methods; learning
supports and resources; and information provided to learners
• consider updates/feedback from third party, industry or other stakeholders relevant to the
programme(s)
• review quality assurance arrangements that are specific to that programme

Examination of Learner Results (Assessment Board function):
It is important that teaching staff are open to reviewing the totality of the learners’ work, taking into account
any mitigating/extenuating circumstances.








Where grading anomalies or borderline grades appear, they should be reviewed and a decision
made by the Course Team in-line with the Award level and learning outcomes. Decisions should be
taken regarding the learner after all of the information that would have a bearing on their grades
has been presented.
In making a decision regarding a learner receiving an award where they have achieved a partial
certification; the Course Team may identify student evidence submitted in another module that may
fulfil missing learning outcomes required to meet the pass level found in another achieved module.
(eg: a learner has demonstrated a high level of achievement in the other course modules, but has not
achieved a pass in one module to achieve the Full Award, with a small gap in marks needed to reach
a Pass grade).
Where any grade is changed by the Course Team, there should be a clear record, noting how the
decision has been reached.
All sensitive material and learner records should be handled with care, learner personal data should
be securely archived.
Arrangements for repeats where relevant should be agreed - It is important that relevant learners
should be informed and equipped with repeat assessment and dates to submit/re-sit exams at the
time of issuing the provisional grades.

8

Conducting an Assessment Board/
Course/Programme Area Level Quality
Review
Course Title:
Date | Time | Venue of Meeting5 | Attendees:
AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chair confirms quorum and introduces membership and any apologies
Chair appoints a secretary/record taker
Any potential Conflict of interest are noted.
Confidentiality Statement - Members are reminded that the proceedings of the board are
confidential as they pertain to learner data.
Learner results:

5.

a. Review and check that results are accurately transferred to the Awarding bodies system
(eg: QBS or other).
b. Review each learner set of results
c. Identify any issues
d. Make recommendations to address anomalies and/or borderline grades /progression/repeat
exam/repeat assignment (Repeats are part of CDETB policy)
e. Extenuating Circumstances — discussed
f. Make amendments to results as agreed by the Course Team
g. Finalise and agree decisions
1.

Course/Programme Area Review – evaluation, recommendations and improvements 6 .

There should be a balanced appraisal of the course(s) by looking at the following areas on the basis of what
worked/what didn’t/what can be built on and what needs to be addressed/
(Strengths/Challenges/Opportunities and Threats). It is essential the Course Team celebrates their successes.
a. Accessing the Course – awareness raising of FET, advertising learning opportunities in
CDETB, recruitment, and selection, assessing learning needs, support needs, induction – how
do we do this, and how could the elements of it be done better?
b. Teaching, Learning, Assessment, Feedback, the Learning Environment - this includes
academic, non-academic activities, work based learning, access to resources, support service
which include how we support learners with set-backs, mechanisms to hear the learner
voice/other stakeholders, self-reflection and amending practice to improve the course in
response to feedback in a timely manner

5

An Assessment Board and Course/Programme Area Quality Review can be conducted over one meeting or a number
of meetings as prescribed by the relevant Quality Team
6

For 2021 – Appendix 2 sets out the approach to evaluation to be taken
9

c. Progression/Transfer/Outcomes – retention levels, what opportunities were created for the
learner from the course? If the learner exited early where they did go, how were they
supported with this? Did learners who fully completed go to industry/HE? Relevance of
knowledge, skills and competencies to industry/HE programmes. What were the outcomes
in terms of grades? How does this relate to the other centres/providers nationally delivering
the same course?

Course/Programme Area Quality Review Report and Learner Results
Updates to grade records and documents should be undertaken by the relevant teaching staff responsible
for the modules and course within the centre.
1.

Course/Programme Area Quality Review Report should be prepared for the Centre Review, it
should reflect the key issues arising from the Course Review, decisions taken and how they were
reached. It should identify any areas/gaps in need of support across the system.

2.

Learner results should be updated on all systems and records within the centre, where relevant

3.

Repeats: teaching/training staff will need to be informed of repeat exam and/or repeat assessment
which relate to their module.

10

Please ensure that all documents are returned to the Chairperson at close of meeting
– care to be taken when handling sensitive data.

Course/Programme Area Quality Review and
Assessment Board Report
(submitted to the Centre Quality Team)
Chair/Membership
of Course Review
Team
Centre Course
Reference

Learner Groups
Course Title
Award Title

Award Code

Insert numbers attained

Full Awards

Part Awards

Quality Review

Unsuccessful

Repeat offers (no. of learners and date of
repeat)
Exams
Assignments

Summary of Key Findings/Feedback

Access– activities which raise
awareness of
FET/CDETB/Centre/Service,
advertising learning
opportunities in CDETB,
recruitment, and selection,
assessing learning needs,
support needs, induction

Findings from Focused Sessions set out in Appendices may
be included here

Teaching, Learning, Assessment,
Feedback, the Learning
Environment - this includes
academic, non-academic
activities, work based learning,
access to resources, support
service which include how we
support learners with set-backs,
mechanisms to hear the learner
voice/other stakeholders, selfreflection and amending
practice to improve the course
in response to feedback in a
timely manner

Findings from Focused Sessions set out in Appendices may
be included here

Progression/Transfer/Outcomes
this includes progression
opportunities, retention levels,
graduation/certification rates,
including grade analysis; career
paths of graduates. Relevance of

Findings from Focused Sessions set out in Appendices may
be included here

Action by

11

knowledge, skills and
competence to industry/HE
programmes. Level of
preparedness of graduate. Selfefficacy of graduates.
Information/Data examined:

Summary of Key Findings from
Learner/Stakeholder Surveys are
attached
Key Conclusion (strengths/areas
for improvement) and
Recommendations
Learner Results attached
Signature:

Chairperson
Attendees List

DATE:

.

CDETB Centres processes all learner data transparently and lawfully. CDETB shares learner data and grade decisions with QQI and relevant Awarding bodies. CDETB does
not share any other personal learner information relating to results approval and review processes. Please refer to the CDETB General Data Protection Regulation policy
available at www.cdetb.ie
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College/Centre/Service Level Quality Reviews
& RAPs
The Purpose
The relevant Quality Team conducts this review which takes place annually and will follow
the annual Course Reviews and the completion of the work of External Examiners. The
College/Centre/Service review takes an overview of the learner experience within the
College/ Centre. The Quality Team will also conduct the Result Approval Panel meeting for all
relevant certification periods, which includes the RAP making the final decision on grades and
the assessment process in response to External Authentication reports; to maintain the
National Standard of Qualifications and meet agreed quality assurance procedures and
policies
Frequency of College/Centre/Service RAP Panels and Quality Reviews
1.
2.

RAPs occur at all relevant certification periods - up to 6 per year
College/Centre/Service Level Quality review - once annually

Preparation for a College/Centre/Service RAP Panel
RAP Documentation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Updated Provisional Learner Group Result Sheet published on QQI Business System (QBS)
Decisions re: Full Award, Progression, Repeat Assessment/Exams.
Extenuating Circumstances – accommodation and supports provided/ Attendance Records
External Authenticators/Examiner Reports.

The Chairperson
The Principal/Head of Centre

Membership
The Centre/College/Service Quality Team. A quorum of four is the minimum membership.
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Conducting the RAP -AGENDA

Name of Centre/College/Service CDETB
Date | Time | Venue | Attendees7
AGENDA
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Confidentiality Statement read to members
Introduction of membership by chair. Previous RAP Report, with any updates.
Presentation of Quality Assurance/Exam processes and procedures of Centre. Results viewed by
Course (results, supplementary evidence)
Confirm results have been quality assured in line with CDETB and Centre QA procedures.
Learning fields should be viewed collectively, eg: Art and Design, Web and Media, or Science and
Technology, Laboratory Techniques, Computer Science, Engineering.
Approve results.

REPEAT THESE ACTIONS FOR EACH SET OF COURSE/PROGRAMME RESULTS

Concluding the Results Approval Panel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Minutes/report of Results Approval Panel are read and amendments agreed.
Actions are put on the Agenda to re-visit at the next Results Approval Panel meeting.
Membership will sign Results Approval Panel report.
Membership will not discuss details of meeting as per confidentiality statement.
Principal/Manager will forward results to QQI.

Following the Results Approval Panel
1.

Results will be sent for certification and are officially approved by the RAP. Results are issued to
learners. All results are provisional until the appeals process is completed.

Receipt of QQI Certificates
As good practice Certificates received from awarding bodies are crosschecked against results approved at
Results Approval Panel. Any additional certs that may have been received as a result of a successful learner
appeal should be noted in the Results Approval Panel Report.

7

A RAP may be conducted in conjunction with a Centre/Service Level Quality Review over one meeting or a number of meetings as
prescribed by the relevant Quality Teams or held separately as required at multiple certification periods.
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Preparation for a College/Centre/Service
Level Quality Review
Quality Review Documentation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All documentation relevant to the RAP
Course Review Reports
External Examiner Reports
Previous RAP/Quality Reports
Additional data relevant to the Centre/College/Service
All relevant Reports/data/ related to institutional level reviews where relevant

The Chairperson
The Principal/Head of Centre

Membership
The Centre/College/Service Quality Team. A quorum of four is the minimum membership.

*Additional Membership (for Quality Reviews in particular)
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Members of Senior Leadership Team/TEL Team/Guidance/Support Services
Student body representative: - to give input to discussions for the following year.
External Examiner/Authenticator if required to contribute on a specific aspect reported to the RAP.
The External Examiner/Authenticator should attend only for the portion of the meeting that relates
to them. They should not attend the entire meeting.
External observer: - this may be a member of a leadership team/SME from another CDETB
Centre/service
External Stakeholder/Expert – Community/Industry Partners/External Expert from outside of CDETB

Conducting a Centre/Service/College Level Quality Review
Focus
Review and self-evaluation of quality, including review of programmes of education and training, research
and related services, is a fundamental part of CDETB quality assurance system. The purpose of such selfevaluation is to review, evaluate and report on the education, training, research and related services
provided by CDETB and the quality assurance system and procedures which underpin these. In doing so,
existing effective practices are identified and maintained, while areas needing improvement are addressed.
Centre/Service/College Reviews should involve an evaluation of the quality of the learner
journey/experience from Access through to Progression or Transfer for the Centre/Service/College, this
includes checking in with all stakeholders that both contribute and benefit from courses within the
Centre/Service/College. See Learning Journey at Appendix 7.
Areas for Consideration from Access through to Progression
When considering the quality of the learning experience, it is useful to consider that a quality learning
experience:
•

Provides formal mechanisms for learners to make representations to CDETB about matters of
general concern to the learner body.
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•

Respects and attends to the diversity of learners and their needs, enabling flexible learning pathways

•

Considers the use of different modes of delivery

•

Uses a variety of pedagogical/andrological methods for different learning styles that are evaluated
and monitored and adjusted accordingly

•

Fosters a sense of autonomy in the learner, while encouraging adequate guidance and support for
the learner

•

Promotes mutual respect within the learner-teacher/instructor relationship

•

Recognises and respect the many contexts in which learning opportunities emerge. For example,
learners working collaboratively on projects in a suitably equipped training facility under supervision,
with necessary technical support and access to required reading material/research, technical and
information systems. All of these elements work together to support learning.

•

Takes account of different learning environments - Equal attention is paid to quality assurance of the
learning environment in any type of distributed learning context, such as outreach centres or in
collaborations with other providers or organisations.

•

Takes account of learning off-campus. For example, practice / work placements in off-campus
learning. These are often integrated into professional or training programmes. Such placements also
define learning environments.

•

Takes account of physical premises, equipment and facilities. We regularly review the effectiveness
of our premises, equipment and facilities to ensure their continuing adequacy and effectiveness in
relation to the programmes of education and training, research and related services

•

Examines the outcomes of the course for the learner including assessment results.

The learning environment includes pastoral care supports provided by staff for learners. This includes both
pastoral and educational care, such as tutors, mentors, counsellors and other advisors and learning support
and will have a focus on the following:
The adequacy and effectiveness of all academic and other support services related to the programme of
education and training are regularly reviewed, such as:
• Library, information and computing services and access to same
• Learner support services (both academic and non-academic). The needs of a diverse learner
population (mature, part-time, employed, international, as well as learners with disabilities) is taken
into account when planning and providing learning resources and supports. This will include:
o
o
o

Administrative services
Technical services
Premises servicing and maintenance services

• Services aimed at communicating CDETB’s mission and operations to learners, potential learners,
other providers, employers, professional and training bodies and the general public
• Other support services relevant to provision such as guidance counselling
16

Centre/College/Service Level Quality Review
Name of Centre/College CDETB
Date | Time | Venue | Attendees8
AGENDA

1. Chair confirms quorum (min of 4) and introduces membership. This will include a member of
the FET Unit where the annual Course/Centre/Service Review is taking place
2. Examination of
a. Course/Programme Area Quality Review Reports [Appendix 4 to be used]
b.

Learner/Stakeholder feedback summaries/

c. Other relevant information/data – learner completion rates, grade distribution, retention
etc.
d. External Examiner Reports
e. Reports from Career Guidance/Learner Support Services
f.

Relevant data and information collated pursuant to Institutional Level Reviews
[Appendix 5 to be used]

2.

Student representatives/other internal and external stakeholders/external experts may be
invited to give their perspective

3.

Identify areas of good practice and issues/themes arsing (to be reflected in Centre/College Service
Review Report). Successes should be celebrated and can be the subject of case studies for
dissemination across CDETB to share good practice (please see Appendix 6 for Case study guidance
and template).
Make recommendations for improvement (to be reflected in Centre/College Service Review Report)
AOB

4.
5.

Please ensure that all documents are returned to Chair at close of meeting.
No documents to be removed from the meeting.
Digital files are deleted following the completion of the RAP

CDETB Centres processes all learner data transparently and lawfully. CDETB shares learner data and grade decisions with QQI and relevant Awarding bodies. CDETB does
not share any other personal learner information relating to results approval and review processes. Please refer to the CDETB General Data Protection Regulation policy
available at www.cdetb.ie
8

A Centre/Service Level Quality Review can be conducted over one meeting or a number of meetings as prescribed by the relevant
Quality Teams
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Quality Review & Results Approval Panel
Report –(combined9)
Report to be forwarded to the CDU FET Development Unit. Annual Quality Review Reports
will be collated by the FET Unit and may be supplemented by additional research for
consideration by the Quality Assurance and Strategic Planning Council annually.
College/Centre

Chair

No. of Courses

Date:

Attendees
Insert numbers attained

Course Title
(list all Courses)

Full
Awards

Part
Awards

Unsuccessful

Repeat offers
Exams
Assignments
Exams
Assignments
Exams
Assignments
Exams
Assignments
Exams
Assignments

Repeat
Annual Centre/Service/College Quality Review

Action by

Summary of Key Findings/Feedback

Access– activities which raise
awareness of
FET/CDETB/Centre/Service,
advertising learning opportunities in
CDETB, recruitment, and selection,
assessing learning needs, support
needs, induction

Findings from Focused Sessions set out in Appendices
for inclusion here

Teaching, Learning, Assessment,
Feedback, the Learning
Environment - this includes
academic, non-academic activities,
work based learning, access to
resources, support service which

Findings from Focused Sessions set out in Appendices
for inclusion here

9

This report template can be used where the Centre Level Quality Review is conducted in conjunction with a RAP for the
Centre/Service.
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include how we support learners
with set-backs, mechanisms to hear
the learner voice/other
stakeholders, self-reflection and
amending practice to improve the
course in response to feedback in a
timely manner
Progression/Transfer/Outcomes –
This includes progression
opportunities, retention levels,
graduation/certification rates,
including grade analysis; career
paths of graduates. Relevance of
knowledge, skills and competence to
industry/HE programmes. Level of
preparedness of graduate. Selfefficacy of graduates.

Findings from Focused Sessions set out in Appendices
for inclusion here

Information/Data examined:

Summary of Key Findings from
Learner/Stakeholder Surveys are
attached
CDETB
Mission/Vision/Beliefs/Commitments
How do they relate to the finding?
What actions can be taken to ensure
we achieve our mission, uphold our
values and meet our objectives

Key Conclusions and
Recommendations (additional
documents can be attached)
These should be reflected in the
annual Quality Improvement Plan to
be devised by the Quality Team

Learner Results attached
Signature:

Chairperson
Attendees List
(DATE

.
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Institutional Review – City of Dublin
Education and Training Board
The Purpose
Self-evaluation at institutional level focuses on the impact on learners and other
stakeholders, rather than on policies and procedures only. Self-evaluation is taken as
an opportunity to engage in crucially important dialogue with stakeholders, including
learners, employers, collaborative partners, and external experts used by CDETB in its
quality assurance procedures. It is a deeper level of self-evaluation with a broad
systematic focus.
Institutional Reviews will also consider key areas by examining the way in which our Quality
Assurance system supports our work, and the quality of the learning experience in a more
fundamental manner – examining how we work as an ETB – where our strengths lie and where we
need to improve. These findings will be published in a self-evaluation report which will inform
improvement planning and will be provided to external review teams.
Institutional self-evaluation questions may be posed in course/service/centre level service selfevaluation processes as part of systemic review and will feed into an external review cycle when it is
occurring. This review will be aimed at examining how effective our quality assurance system is.
The best measure of our effectiveness is the quality of the experience of users are part of the learner
journey, which is supported by our learning environment/community and the degree to which our
activities in all service spheres are geared towards adding value and improving this experience.
The Connection between Course/Programme Area/Centre/Service and ETB level processes
The outcomes of CDETB-led internal monitoring and review (course/programme area and
centre/college/service level), institutional reviews and follow-up actions taken are considered by
CDETB when preparing for upcoming external reviews. An external review is where a QQI appointed
external review team will conduct an independent review. The findings of self-evaluations are
analysed and are available for, and connect to and support, the external review cycle.
The Centre/College/Service Level Quality Reports should inform a quality improvement plan at the
Centre/College/Service level, but all such reports will be collated into a report by the FET Unit for
submission to the Quality Assurance and Strategic Planning Council annually. In addition, the FET
Unit will support Centre/College/Service Level reviews and conduct ETB wide research with
stakeholders. This will enable the Governance Units to identify themes arising across all service
spheres and make recommendations as part of quality improvement planning at ETB level to support
centre/college and service delivery.
See Appendix 5 and questions related to the Institutional Review have also been incorporated into
Course/Programme Area Reviews and Stakeholder Surveys.

Appendices to document next…
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Appendix 1:
Student/Learner survey results (Colleges of Further Education and Training Centres) –
Annual Quality Review
Click link for video presentation on the surveys.
This is an example of how the data will appear for centres, it will give figures, percentages, and a
graph for every question asked. Each centre will also have the excel print out to allow them to look
at more detail for example did the same people who felt they were kept informed about COVID 19
related changes also feel they had an opportunity to positively engage with Teachers/Instructors.
The learner questionnaire will be issued to Colleges/centres/services as a live link in MS form
separately.
All feedback will be anonymous and will be used as part of the annual and inaugural Institutional
review process and contribute to the continuous improvement
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Appendix 2 – Teacher/Instructor Survey
Teacher/Instructor survey results (Colleges of Further Education and
Training Centres) – Annual Quality Review
Click link for video presentation on the surveys.
This is an example of how the data will appear for centres, it will give figures, percentages, and a
graph for every question asked. Each centre will also have the excel print out to allow them to look
at more detail for example did the same people who felt they were kept informed about COVID 19
related changes also feel they had an opportunity to positively engage with colleagues. The
Teacher/Instructor questionnaire will be issued to Colleges/centres/services as a live link in MS
forms separately.
All feedback will be anonymous and will be used as part of the annual and inaugural Institutional
review process and contribute to the continuous improvement processes across the CDETB
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Appendix 3 - Sample questions for use with stakeholder groups – Annual Quality
Review
Academic manager perspective
(1) What kinds of modifications were made to institutional/organisational communications
processes to keep learners informed of Covid-19 arrangements?
(2) What were the main lessons learned (what worked well and what did not) regarding Covid19 related communications?
(3) What kinds of modifications to institutional/organisational processes/structures were put in
place to respond to Covid-19 related restrictions?
(4) What were the main lessons learned (what worked well and what did not) regarding
modifications to institutional/organisational processes/structures?
(5) What kinds of internal consultation (e.g. approval processes) were involved in establishing
modified TLA arrangements?
(6) What kinds of institutional/organisational supports were involved in establishing modified
TLA arrangements?
(7) What kinds of external factors (e.g. PRB requirements or availability of internships and
placements) complicated the establishment of modified TLA arrangements?
(8) What kinds of external supports were involved in establishing modified TLA arrangements?
(9) What were the main lessons learned (what worked well and what did not) relating to
academic integrity in respect of the modified assessment arrangements?
(10)what do you see as the biggest challenges for 2021/2022 academic year
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Appendix: 4 Sample Annual Course/Programme Area Review Session
click link to presentation on running a sample session
Time: 90 – 120 mins – depending on size and number of areas effected
Options:
1. Hold a number of these at course level, or programme area in each centre or service sphere
with the template used to contribute to the centre level review
2. Hold a large review meeting with a larger number of staff invited and the data emerging
from the surveys, results, retention etc. used to inform discussions – stay in big group
3. Hold a large one with a larger number of staff invited and the data emerging from the
surveys, results, retention etc. used to inform discussions – break out rooms by theme

Materials: Review template (this should be send to all members before the meeting to help prepare
for the review), course data (provisional grades, historical grades, learner numbers, EA feedback,
learner feedback, placement or employer feedback, attendance records etc.) this may be presented
at the start of the session or at the relevant sections in the template.
For bigger groups/centre wide event – a menti-meter, padlet or teams chat function may be more
appropriate then full group discussions. There is also an option to put staff into breakout rooms to
complete different topic areas. (for example 6 breakout rooms each looking at a different theme
from the template)

Deliverable: template completed – 1 template per centre/service sphere sent into the
Research team by 16th June 2020
Roles
Facilitator/chairperson: - to lead the process
Note taker: to capture the feedback (bullet points only)

Objectives:






To reflect on the year to identify
o what worked
o what didn’t go as expected and what has been learned from that
o to identify what went so well that it should be kept next year
To further embed a culture of continuous improvement into the course team/centre/across
the scheme
To contribute to evidence informed decision making within the centre, CDETB and FET sector
To contribute to objective 2 of the statutory review process

Agenda
Facilitator welcome everyone to the session; outline what it is about and how it fits into the Annual
review and inaugural statutory review processes. (5 mins)
Opening – (to help get the group to begin to focus on the topic and prepare for the discussion)
Ask everyone to ‘Pause for a minute and to think of one word or one phrase to sum up teaching,
learning and assessment this year’. The go around the room asking each person to share their word
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or phrase, make sure everyone contributes (for centre level review mentimeter or chat function
might be best for this) (10 mins Max)

Competing template
Using the template below review how the year went. The job of the facilitator is to keep the
discussion moving, include as many people as possible in the discussion and to answer as much as
possible. Not all topics will be relevant for every course/centre so focus on the ones relevant for
you. The themes in the template are not in any particular order so it is up to the group to decide on
the order for discussion.

Options
o

Series of small groups, areas groups or course review groups carry out the session to
complete the whole template, these will be collated into centre or service sphere level
report

o

large group completing the template using padlet, mentimeter etc

o

large group with breakout rooms by theme or 2 related themes

Closing
Ask everyone to finish by stating their hope for next year – (for bigger groups the word cloud on
mentimeter may be the best option)
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Annual Course/Programme Area Level Quality Review –(Return by 16th June 2021)
Name of course/centre/service sphere: ___________________________________________________

Theme

What did you do
What worked?
that was different?

What didn’t go as
expected, and what did
you learn from that?

What should be kept post
COVID 19 and why?

IT- access and TEL
ability









Learner
Access/recruitment,
selection &
retention









Semesterisation









Work
Experience/Work
Placement

 L4 Career Preparation
and Planning in place
of Work Experience
module
 PPD in place of Work
Experience
 Work simulation in
place of external
placement
 reduced external work
placement combined
with Learning
outcomes developed
across the award in
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place of full external
placement

Remote teaching &
learning









Alternative
Assessment/Early
Appointment of
EA/Online IV/EA









CPD and upskilling









QA procedures and
supports









College life









Management and
administration









Supports for
learners









Other











Other reports or data considered when preparing this template
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Appendix 5: Sample Institutional Review session
Sample institutional review session
Click for presentation on sample session
Time: 120 -150 mins – depending on group size
Materials: Review template (this should be send to all members before the meeting to help prepare
for the review)
For bigger groups/centre wide event – a menti-meter, padlet or teams chat function may be more
appropriate then full group discussions. There is also an option to put staff into breakout rooms to
complete the 3 different topic areas. (For example, 6 breakout rooms with 2 groups looking at a the
same theme area from the template)
Inaugural Statutory Review question
‘How effective are CDETB’s Quality Systems at achieving its mission?’ – How do we know?
Review areas
1. Governance and management of quality
2. Teaching learning and assessment
3. Self-evaluation, monitoring and review
Options for running sessions to gather staff input into the template:
They can be held on the same day and the annual review meeting or at a different time, whatever
works for the centre.
1. Hold a number of these at course level, or area level in each centre or service sphere with
the template used to contribute to the centre level review
2. Hold a large review meeting with a larger number of staff invited and stay in big group using
technology to interact
3. Hold a large one with a larger number of staff invited– break out rooms by theme area

Deliverable: template completed – 1 template per centre/service sphere sent into the
Research team by 16th June 2020
Roles
Facilitator/chairperson: - to lead the process
Note taker: to capture the feedback (bullet points only)

Materials: Review template (this should be send to all members before the meeting to help prepare
for the review)
for bigger groups – a menti-meter or teams chat function may be more appropriate then full group
discussions.
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Roles
Facilitator/chairperson: - to lead the process
Note taker: to capture the feedback (bullet points only)

Objectives:



to contribute to the findings of the inaugural statutory review process (objective 1 and 3)
To further embed a culture of reflective practice and continuous improvement into the
course team/centre/across the scheme

Agenda
Chairperson /Facilitator welcome everyone to the session; outline what it is about and how it fits
into the statutory inaugural review processes. (5 mins)
Opening – (to help get the group to begin to focus on the topic and prepare for the discussion)
Ask everyone to ‘Pause for a minute and picture the learner who you think has developed the most
from their time on a course at your centre, and what it is they have gained’. Then go around the
room asking each person to concisely share what it is that the learner gained from their learning
experience, make sure everyone contributes (for centre level review meetings a mentimeter or chat
function might be best for this) (10 mins Max)

Complete Template
The job of the facilitator is to keep the discussion moving, include as many people as possible in the
discussion and to answer as much as possible.

Options
o

Series of small groups, areas groups or course review groups carry out the session to
complete the whole template, these will be collated into centre or service sphere level
template

o

large group completing the template using padlet, mentimeter etc with the chairperson
keeping the session going and allowing no more than 20 mins per topic

o

large group with breakout rooms by one of the 3 question areas (2 or more groups can work
on the same question areas)

All staff should be sent the template in advance to allow them to prepare for the meeting. If they
want to, they can give the note-take a copy of their template so that it can be reflected in the centre
level feedback.

Closing
Ask everyone to finish by stating the main learning they are taking from the session – (for bigger
groups the word cloud on mentimeter or similar may be the best option)
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Centre level contribution to CDETB Inaugural Statutory Review of Quality Systems
Name of course/centre/service sphere: ___________________________________________________
‘How effective are CDETB’s Quality Systems at achieving its mission?’ – in line with its statutory obligations
1. In reviewing the annual learner journey/course delivery cycle in your centre
a. What is helping the delivery of high quality professional education and training that supports the personal development of your learners?
b. What are the blocks experienced to providing the highest quality outcomes for your learners?
2. How does your centre contribute to the social, economic, and cultural life of your local community and Dublin city?
a. What contributions are you most proud of?
b. What causes the most difficulty in supporting the development of the community?
3. How do you use learner, employer and staff feedback, internal and external data and evaluations, or research to inform practice?
a. How do you review your course content, teaching approaches, course offerings, QA systems, delivery modes etc.?
b. How is the findings of those used to improve practice?
c. How you keep abreast of changes and best practice in your field?

How do you know?
o

Do you have any reports, evaluations, case studies etc. that demonstrate or evidence any of the points made on the template? If so, can you list
them or submit them to the research team to aid the inaugural review process. (Thank you)

o

Do you have a practice or programme going on or happening in the CDETB that could be turned into a case study to demonstrate points made in
this template? If so, will you submit if for inclusion in the review process? (Thank you)
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Centre level contribution to CDETB inaugural Statutory Review of Quality Systems
Name of course/centre/service sphere: ___________________________________________________

Fulfilling our
mission

Learner Journey
/course cycle

Area

Review Question

Bullet point answers please: -

Development opportunities

In your centre what is helping
the delivery of high quality
professional education and
training that supports the
personal development of your
learners?

o

o

In your centre what are the
blocks experienced to
providing the highest quality
outcomes for your learners?

o

o

How does your centre
contribute to the social,
economic, and cultural life of
your local community and
Dublin city?
What contributions are you
most proud of?

o

o

o

o
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Self-evaluation,
monitoring and review

In your centre what brings the
most challenges in supporting
the development of the
community?

o

o

How do you review your
course content, teaching
approaches, course offerings,
QA systems, delivery modes
etc.?
How is the findings of those
used to improve practice?

o

o

o

o

How you keep abreast of
changes and best practice in
your field?

o

o

How do you know?
o

Do you have any reports, evaluations, case studies etc. that demonstrate or evidence any of the points made on the template? If so, can you list
them or submit them to the research team to aid the inaugural review process. (Thank you)

o

Do you have a practice or programme going on or happening in the CDETB that could be turned into a case study to demonstrate points made in
this template? If so, will you submit if for inclusion in the review process? (Thank you)
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Appendix 6:
Case Study Guidance and Template
What is the Case Studies for?
The purpose of the case studies is to understand, document and demonstrate innovative practices
and responses that were developed to support and enhance teaching, learning and assessment in
during COVID 19.
They will also be used to understand and demonstrate the impact of the changes on teaching,
learning and assessment.

Who can submit a case study?
The case studies will be written by a member of the research team based on a semi-structured
interview with staff or learners from any of the 60+ centres under the CDETB FET service spheres.
This includes, Colleges of Further Education, Training Centres, Youthreaches, CTC’s, Specialist
Training Providers, Adult Education, Night Schools, Education to Prison etc., or cross service sphere
support services for example, FET Development Unit, Employer Engagement, corporate services, IT
supports, psychological services, learner support, etc.

What types of actions are suitable for a case study?
We are aiming to capture actions or practices that helped assure the integrity of FET awards and
supported teaching, learning and assessment during COVID 19. This can include any new practices
implemented for example semesterisation, virtual open days, virtual clubs or groups, staying in
touch with learners, supporting learners to access technology, developing alternative assessments,
upskilling yourself and others in new teaching methodologies.
To supplement case studies video interviews with staff, learners or other stakeholders may be used
to illustrate the impact of the change described.

How will the case study be written?
The nominated contact person will be interviewed about the process either by phone or in a MS
teams meeting. The meeting should take no longer than 1 hour. If in an online environment, the
interview may be recorded so that it can be revisited when writing up takes place. The interview will
be deleted once the case study has been written up. A draft of the case study will be sent to the
nominated contact person and the principal/head of centre afterwards to insure accuracy. Once any
factual inaccuracies have been addressed, the case study will be forwarded either for use as part of
the COVID 19 report or for use in the CDETB inaugural review process.
To demonstrate some of the findings emerging in the case study a short video may also be included.
This may be of the contact person or another person deemed appropriate. This video will be done
using Zoom and screencastomatic with a copy of the video sent to the participant and Principal/head
of centre for agreement prior to inclusion in any report.


To support the development of the case studies please email in one to two bullet points on
the headings below, don’t worry if you can’t answer all questions at the moment this can be
explored with the research team when it comes to writing up the case study: -
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Case study proposal form
Name of FET Centre?




Who is the best person to contact about this (name, phone number and email address)?



What was the issue you were facing/ trying to address?



What did you do?



What happened as a results?



How did learners or staff benefit as a result?



What are the key lessons for you centre, CDETB or FET education arising from this change?

When is it needed and who do I send it to?
Send it to louise.fitzpatrick@cdetb.ie no later than 12pm on Friday 14th May 20201. If you intend to
submit a case study please contact Louise 086 6004562 or any member of the FET Development
Team.
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Appendix 7
QA review of Learner Journey – FE College

routes
2. Establishing and maintaining processes to support the delivery of high quality
education provision
a. Securing, managing and reporting on funding
b. Governance and QA systems
c. Recruitment, selection and support of staff
d. Professional development of staff
e. Development and maintenance of facilities and equipment
f. Procurement of equipment
3. Recruitment of learners
a. Advertising /Open Days/Career Guidance Counsellors/Careers Events/ Learner
Queries to Centre
4.

Selection Process
a. Interviews/RPL/Offering of Places/Enrolment/Registration/Fee
collection/Assessment of learner suitability

5

Admission:
a. Timetabling and scheduling of course
b. Induction: student handbooks, informing students of what we expect from
them and what they should expect from us, team building exercises for new
classes
c. Identify learners in need of reasonable accommodation
d. Referrals to support services where appropriate
e. RPL where appropriate

6

Course Planning
a. Course Department preparation and planning
b. Assessment planning and co-ordination across programme

7

Course commencement
a. Teaching and Learning begins; -‐ How we deliver our courses and engage
learners; Teaching and Learning Resources for teachers and students

September - May

July - September

April to September

Ongoing throughout the year

1. Supporting the social, cultural and economic development of the city, creating and
responding to demand for education and training,
a. Engaging with local organisations and employers to design responses to their
needs
b. Reviewing data about economic and cultural changes and developing courses
to respond
c. Designing and securing right to deliver courses that respond to emerging or
created needs
d. Engaging with centres providing level 1-4 provision and maintaining entry
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b. Monitoring student performance begins; attendance, meeting deadlines,
behaviour (academic/non-academic), trips, student progress reports. Dealing
with performance issues

September - May

c. Teacher self-evaluation; Teacher to teacher; giving and receiving formal
feedback, cross moderation, reflective and consultative practices
8

Assessments
a. Assessment Plan
b. RPL
c. Assignment Briefs with marking schemes
d. Cross Moderation of assessments
e. Assessment and feedback to learners, scheduling feedback at the right time;
Teacher-‐Learner, Learner-‐Teacher; oral, formal written and annotated
feedback.

December/ January
April/May

9 Interim results reviews:
a. In-‐progress results from across the programme issued to learners
b. Feedback taken from learners on learner performance

10 End of Programme
a. Exams devised with marking schemes and moderated
b. Assessments/Exams Collected
c. Scheduling and holding of Exams
d. Supervision of Exams and information to Learners of regulations
e. Issues of Cheating/Plagiarism
f. Repeat Exam/Repeat Assessments identified

April - June

11 Secure storage of Assessments/work
a. Hold Assessment Material until after appeals
b. Maintain Final Results Indefinitely
Assessment and work should always be stored on designated work devices and not
on personal devices. Results files should be securely stored in soft and/or hard copy
possibly remotely after a period of time e.g. in the cloud.

12 Preparation for External Verification/Authentication
a. Preparation for QQI Internal Verification
b. Preparation for QQI External Authenticators/External Examiners
c. Preparation for: -‐Centre Course Exam Boards.
13 End of Year: – in-put of grades to QQI and other Awarding bodies
Continues
on next
page
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a. Preparation for QQI Internal verification of assessments and other
awarding bodies
i. Inputting grades to QBS
ii.
Internal Verification as per: - QQI Internal verification
iii. Adjusting grades errors or miscalculations on QBS
iv. Print Submission Summary from QBS for college/centre records
b. Internal quality checks as per: – QA agreements with Awarding Bodies (other)
c. Inputting grades to Non QQI Awarding bodies.

April-June

14 External Authenticator / Awarding Body External Examiner Visits
a. Recruitment & selection of External Authenticators
b. Schedule of External Authenticators/EE visits
15 End of Year: -‐ Exam-‐boards
a. Chaired by Principal or Deputy Principal
b. Focus of Exam Board
i. Individual learner performance across whole programme
ii. Course/Programme performance - self-evaluation
16 Issuing Provisional and/or Final Results to Learners
a. Progression/completion of awards
b. Appeals
c. Repeats
17 End of year: -‐ Results Approval Panel Meeting – sign-‐off of results
a. Meeting to Oversee of Centre/College current
results, assessments and operations
b. Final sign off to QBS
c. CDETB review of results data on a periodic basis to ensure consistency across
centres + between programmes

March - July

June - July

18 Centre Self-Evaluation:
a. Data Collection methods
b. Findings examined with improvement measures Identified
c. Actions to be taken

Continues
on next
page



19 External Appeals: processing of appeals to meet QQI early July deadline for CAO offers
to FE students
a. June Appeals Process
b. N10 application forms
c. Remittance Advice Procedures: Office Administration Staff
20 Programme Development (arising from self-evaluation and review)
a. New Course Applications; Changes to Course Title.
b. Modifying Programmes; New Programme Proposals.
c. New Award Proposals
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Ongoing throughout the year

21 Learner Queries
a. Issues with progression; Admin Staff essential for Red Alert Responses to any
progression issues e.g. CAO
22. Learner progression
a. secure employment
b. progress to further or higher education
c. Graduation
d. apply learning to existing role-professional development of the learner
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Appendix 8
Research team - link person
Centre /service sphere
Adult Ed
Prisons
Youthreach
Training centres and second
providers
Head office
FE colleges
Ballsbridge CFE
Ballyfermot CFE
Cabra CFE
Coláiste Dhúlaigh CFE
Coláiste Íde CFE
Crumlin CFE
Killester CFE
Kylemore CFE
Inchicore CFE
Liberties CFE
Marino CFE
Pearse CFE
Plunket CFE
Rathmines CFE
Ringsend CFE
St Kevin’s CFE
Whitehall CFE

Support person
Lorraine Downey
Eva Hornung
Carrie Archer
John Keegan

Contact details
lorraine.downey@aes.cdetb.ie
eva.hornung@cdu.cdetb.ie
carrie.archer@marino.cdetb.ie
john.keegan@ftc.cdetb.ie

Louise Fitzpatrick

louise.fitzpatrick@cdetb.ie

Brenda O’Mara
Barbara Galvin
Louise Fitzpatrick
Barbara Galvin
Margaret Corbett
Margaret Corbett
Louise Fitzpatrick
Stephen Gallagher
Brenda O’Mara
Louise Fitzpatrick
John Farrelly
Stephen Gallagher
John Farrelly
Barbara Galvin
Barbara Galvin
Barbara Galvin
Stephen Gallagher

brenda.omara@cdetb.ie
barbara.galvin@cdetb.ie
louise.fitzpatrick@cdetb.ie
barbara.galvin@cdetb.ie
margaret.corbett@cdetb.ie
margaret.corbett@cdetb.ie
louise.fitzpatrick@cdetb.ie
stephen.gallagher@cdetb.ie
brenda.omara@cdetb.ie
louise.fitzpatrick@cdetb.ie
john.farrelly@cdetb.ie
stephen.gallagher@cdetb.ie
john.farrelly@cdetb.ie
barbara.galvin@cdetb.ie
barbara.galvin@cdetb.ie
barbara.galvin@cdetb.ie
stephen.gallagher@cdetb.ie
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Appendix 9 – Time Lines
Timeline for FE Colleges and Training Centres
May
June
ALL centres will
Complete centre
Quality Report/RAP
with review
templates – submit
to Research team by
16th June 2021
Send link to
questionnaires to
staff and learners
6 Learner from every
centre will have an
opportunity to
attend stakeholder
event – L5+ at 11am
on the 13th May
2021

July
Final version
of Annual
report will be
produced
and
circulated
Some
centres staff
will:
Centre
Management
and
Leadership
attend focus
groups,
Stakeholder
events –
level 1-4

August
All centres

September
Some centre staff

Stakeholder
event with staff

be asked to
participate in
groups to help
review data and
analyse CDETB’s
current position in
relation to the
institutional
review headings.

Staff may be
invited to
respond to a
questionnaire
Some centres
staff will:
Attend a focus
group on a
specific areas
emerging in the
inaugural
statutory review
process

October Nov Dec
Some staff/learners
will:
be asked to
participate in
meetings to prepare
for the inaugural
review panel
meetings.
If the panel meeting
is going to be virtual
centres may also be
asked to participate
in videos about their
centres – these will
be sent to the review
team in advance of
the panel visit in
January

Jan
Some
staff/learners
will:

be asked to
attend some of
the review QQI
institutional
panel meetings.
24- 28th January

Some centre staff
will:
Attend focus groups
Submit Case studies
Will be interviewed
for a Video – case
studies
Participants and
centre management
will sign off of case
studies /videos
before use in report
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